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Abstract-It appears from the experimental results obtained by quite a number of authors that for asym
metrie turbulent velocity profiles the locations of maximum velocity and zero shear stress are not identical.
This report deals with the importance of this effect for the calculation of momentum, heat, and mass
transfer in non-circular channels as well as for the discussion on universal velocity profiles. The report is
providing a survey of the works referring to this effect. These informations are supplemented by un
published results derived from the critical interpretation of measurements carried out by several authors.

An empirical relation is indicated which allows to estimate the magnitude of the effect studied.
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NOMENCLATURE

channel width;
distanee between the wall and the
position of Umax;

distance between the wall and the
position of Umax;

distanee between the wall and the
position of r = 0;
distance between the wall and the
position of r = 0;
speeifie heat;
height of roughness;
height of roughness, dimensionless,
phu*/p.;
thermal eonduetivity;
heat flux;
pressure drop;
roughness funetion equation (10);
radius;
time average veloeity in x-direction;
dimensionless veloeity, ulu";
instantaneous veloeity fluctuation in
x-direction;
instantaneous veloeity fluetuation in
y-direetion;
frietion veloeity (smooth wall);
frietion veloeity (rough wall);

x, direetion of flow;
y, distanee from wall;
y+, distanee from wall, dimensionless,

pyu*/p..

Greek letters
Ol, annulus parameter, r-Jr-:
ßo, annulus parameter, rdr«:
ßmax' annulus parameter, rmaJr z;
eH' eddy diffusivity for heat;
eM' eddy diffusivity for momentum;
8, temperature;
u, viseosity;
p, density;
r, shear stress.

Subscripts
0, line of zero shear;
1, inner tube;
2, outer tube;
max, line of maximum veloeity.

1. INTRODUCTION

TuRBULENT flows in annuli with very small
diameter ratios, in annuli roughened on one
side or between parallel plates roughened on
one side are eharaeterized by asymmetrie
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velocity distributions, which is shown sehe
matically in Fig. 1. Contrary to the results
obtained from the investigation of turbulent
flows in circular pipes we observe in these
cases that the locations of maximum velocity
and zero shear stress do not coincide. This
effect deserves attention, since, under this

e.g. between parallel plates provided that one
side is rough and the other smooth. The dif
ference of locations of du/dy = 0 and 1" = 0
appearing from the figure is such that 1" = 0, at
a certain distance from du/dy = 0, is situated
on the narrower side of the velocity profile:

Usually, the turbulent momentum transport is
re1ated to the velocity gradient through the
eddy diffusivity GM definedin equation (2):

(2)

(1)

(3)

du-,-, ( )du
1" = /l-d + pu v = /l + PGM -.

Y dy

It is noted that in the example represented in
Fig. 1 the eddy diffusivity would become
negative between· the locations of du/dy = 0
and 1" = 0; hence, in this case, this method of
describing the transfer of momentum is no
Ionger reasonably applicable.

Mathieu [lJ was probably the first to measure
in a direct way the difference of locations
du/dy = 0 and T = 0 when measuring the
distribution of velocities and shear stresses in
an inc1ined jet impinging on a plate. Mathieu
recognizes the problems arising from this
phenomenon for the calculation of the heat
transport in equation (3), where for Pr = 1 it is
often assumed that GH = GM'

d9
q = (k + PCpGH) dy '

Another reason calling for the study of the
magnitude of this effect is its impact on the
results obtained by measurements ofthe velocity
profile and the discussion on universal velocity
profiles, at least in the vicinity of the wall.
Brighton and Jones [2J refer to the publication
of Mathieu [1J and Eskinazy [3J; they measure
both the velocity distribution and the distribu
tion of shear stress in smooth annuli down to
very small diameter ratios which account for a

FIG. 1. Asymmetrie turbulent velocity profile.

du/dy:O

condition, it is no longer reasonable to apply
the generally used method of calculating velocity
and temperature distributions in non-circular
channe1s by using "eddy diffusivities". Besides,
this effect is very important with respect to the
frequently discussed problem of "universal
velocity laws" in non-circular channels.

This artic1e indicates the experimental results
obtained by several authors in the direct
measurement of this effect. Moreover, an ap
propriate analysis of experimental investiga
tions allows to obtain results which confirm
also this effect.

2. THE IMPORTANCE OF NON-COINCIDENCE OF
• " = 0 AND du/dy = 0

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of an
asymmetrie turbulent velocity profile occurring,
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very asymmetrie velocity profile. The measured
values of shear stress distribution obtained with
a hotwire anemometer are scattered to such an
extent that neither coincidence, as stated in [2J,
nor non-coincidence of the locations of Umax and
r = 0 can be deduced. Sinee Brighton and
Jones [2J assurne coincidenee, they ealculate
the wall shear stresses from the measured
loeation of Umax' Due to the eonsiderable change
of wall shear stress at the inner pipe with little
difference only of the locations of Umax and
r = 0 Brighton and Jones obtain velocity
distributions for the inner zone of the annuli
investigated which differ appreciably from the
law suggested by Nikuradse [4J-for the eircular
pipe and expressed by equation (4).

The theoretieal models for the ealculation of
velocity distribution in annuli established by
Eifler [5J and Levy [6J are mainly derived from
the measurements made by Brighton and Jones
and therefore these authors obtain also velocity
profiles for the inner zone of annuli which
become flatter with decreasing diameter ratio.
On the other hand, Quarmby [7] measures the
wall shear stress directly using Preston tubes
[8J and he finds but insignificant deviations
from equation (4); the same is found by Smith,
Lawn and Hamlin [9].

Quarmby [7J supposes to have determined
the "line of maximum velocity"-he actually
determines r = D-and the differences he finds
in comparison with the results of Brighton
and Jones lead him to the conc1usion that the
measurements performed by Brighton and Jones
(double Pitot tube to determine umaJ are not
correct,

All these examples demonstrate how much
also the discussion on "universal velocity pro
files" is influenced by experimental results
the interpretation of which depends on the
assumed location of r = 0, provided that this
location is different from that of umax'

(6)

Brighton and Jones [2J also refer to the
results suggested by Eskinazy [3J who observes
the non-coincidence oflt'v' = 0 and du/dy = O.
However, theeffect was measured in a curved
channel, i.e, for a three-dimensional flow, whilst
in our case the occurrence of this effect is
discussed for one-dimensional flows.

A significant difference of the locations r = 0
and du/dy = 0 was measured directly by Kjell
ström and Hedberg [10J for concentric annuli
with rough inner tube. Also, in [10J results are
reported of similar measurements made in
smooth annuli. Here a significant difference of
locations could not be measured; however, the
diameter ratio was a = 0'446 and, consequently,
the velocity profile was only slightly asymmetrie.
However, for small diameter ratios we have
found an indirect proof by comparison of
results indicated by Barthels [llJ with the
results of other authors, that the effect discussed
here oeeurs also in smooth annuli. Barthels
determined the wall shear stresses -with Preston
tubes and found the foliowing empirieal relation
for the loeation r = 0:

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS DERIVED FROM
LITERATURE

ß6 - rt.
2 (1 - ßO)0'2---=- - -- (5)

«(I - ß6). - ßo - rt.

Kays and Leung [12J suggest the following
empirieal expression for the location du/dy = 0:

ßmax - rt. 0-343
~---::-- = rt. •
1 - ßmax

When comparing the ßo-values calculated from
(5) with the ßmax-values ealculated from (6)
increasing deviations are observed with de
creasing C( which can be explained by the
growing asymmetry (Table 1).

Asymmetrie velocity profiles were found also
by Wilkie et al. [13J when measuring between
rough parallel plates. Wilkie measured pressure
drop and velocity distribution and determined
the wall shear stress from the measured location
of Umax' He found a discrepancy in the absolute

(4)U+ = 2·5 ln y+ + 5·5.
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Table 1. Comparison for smooth annuli

value of the calculated friction factors, depend
ing on whether a smoother or rougher wall is
opposite the tested rough surface. Wilkie
concludes that the location of umax cannot
agree with that of T = O.

Lawn and Hamlin [14J measure also signifi
cant differences for internally roughened annuli.
Besides, Smith, Lawn and I-lamlin [9J find the
non-coincidence of T = 0 and duldy = 0 when
measuring in a smooth annulus with !Y. = 0·088.
The wall shear stress is measured here directly
using a method which is independent of the
universal velocity profile.

4. INTERPRETATION OF THE VALUES
MEASURED BY SCHLICHTING

Schlichting [15J investigated a very great
number of dissimilar roughnesses in a channel
which was roughened on one side. He measured
velocity distributions with particular regard to
the effect exerted by roughness on the para
meters of the velocity profiles. In the following
paragraphs the experimental resuits of Schlicht
ing are examined under the aspect discussed
in this article. The measure of asymmetry
will be assumed to be the ratio of distances of
Umax and T = 0, respectively, from the channel
walls.

Schlichting obtains the friction velocity ui
on the smooth wall by plotting the measured
velocity distribution and assuming that the
dimensionless velocity profile [equation (4)J
has the slope 2·5. This assumption is certainly

correct since it is confirmed by a sufficient
number of measured results für a plane wall.
From the experimental results indicated by
Schlichting ([15J, Table 3) the location T = 0
can be calculated as follows with ui and the
pressure gradient

(7)

Equation (7) Equation (8)
b~/b; b~/b;

(r = 0) (r= 0)

b
(ern)

U*2

b~ = (llp) ~P/Ax .

Table 2. Interpretation of Schlichtinq's results

Plate
No.

In this calculation neither a universal protue
with the slope 2·5 is assumed on the rough wall
nor is a statement made on the location of
y = 0 on the rough wall. The location of T = 0
calculated with equation (7) was determined
for all experimental results. In Table 2 the
values for b~/b;(T = 0) and bdb2(umax) are
listed, which are averaged for each roughness:

A significant difference of the two locations is
observed, which increases with growing asym
metry -of velocity profiles. For comparison the
location of T = 0 which was taken as the basis
of calculations made by Schlichting is listed

XII 12·18 0·6063 3·99 0-4651 0·4674
III 8·93 0·4500 3·99 0·3782 0·3512
I 5·68 0·3237 3·96 0'2022 0-2011
II 5·15 0·3079 3-88 0'1866 0·1675
V 9-65 0·4603 3·68 0-4195 0·4066
VI 8·98 0·5133 3·99 0'4207 0·4112
IV 5·27 0·3699 3·97 0·2480 0·2368
XIII 13-83 0·7260 3·99 0'7283 0·7055
XIV 12·70 0·6681 3·99 0·7285 0·6626
XV 9·89 0·6542 3·98 0·4411 0·4233
XIX 7·64 0·4620 3-85 0'3454 0·3407
XXIII 13-07 0·7213 3·99 0'6094 0·5780
XXIV 10·55 0·6016 3·98 0·4529 0·4138
XXV 8·50 0·5173 3·95 0·3290 0·3055
XVI 8·57 0'5686 4·0 0·3190 0·3079
XVIII 6·67 0·4378 4·0 0'2008 0·2004
XVII 4·53 0·3711 3-99 0'1613 0·1581
XX 4·18 0·2365 3-90 0'0877 0·0954
XXI 2·28 0·1906 3-96 0·0793 0·0785
XXII 2·33 0·1952 3·96 0·0631 0'0630
IX 7·22 0·4567 3·87 0'4129 0'3'950

0·6532
0·8962

0-0865
0·1792

0-2231
0·2790

0·3810
0-4923

«:
equation (6)

0·0432
0·1223

0·1670
0·2278

0·3430
0·4681

0·6430
0·8954

ßo
equation (5)

()(

0·001
0·01

0·02
0·04

0·1
0·2

0-4
0·8
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also in Table 2. This result is obtained by the
following relations

and

b~ + b; = b

(8)

(9)

Figure 2 contains all individual results derived
from the -investigations of Sehliehting. It is
c1early evident that with a strongly asymmetrie
velocity profile (bi/bz small) the loeation of the
line r = 0 is still more asymmetrie (b~jb; <
bi/bz). Only 11 ofthe 118measured points show
an inverse effect the majority of them for only
very slightly asymmetrie velocity profiles where

1,0r------------------~---71
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e m Spheres
@ I Spheres
6 TI Spheres
9 ""Z Spheres
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• IlZ: Spheres
l2i Xlll Calaltes
"XIll Ca laltes
B- U Calottes
<I> XIX Calattes
l:J. XXIII Conea
.A xx::N: Cones
'V XX2: Gones
+ X2I Short onqles
x XilIIl Short unqles
bq X'iZII Short angles
o XX Lang ang/es
I! XXI Lang eng/es
';' XXII lang ongles

-$- IX Sand

1-0

Fm. 2. Interpretation of Schlichting's results [15].

the width b being the distance of the smooth
wall from a fietitious rough wall obtained by
evening out the roughnesses through melting.
The eomparison of results obtained by equa
tions (7) and (8) yields but small differenees.
This result eonfirms the assumptions made by
Schliehting with respect to the ehanne1 width
band the slope 2·5 of a universal velocity profile
over the rough wall too [equation (10)].

u+ = 2·5 In (yjh) + R(h+). (10)

this effeet becomes very srnall and where it is
difticuIt to determine it precisely.

There is a relatively wide scattering of
measured results, One reason may be seen in the
diffieulty to measure shear stresses and velocity
maxima. Besides, the difference between the
loeations is often very small and, eonsequentIy,
ineertainties in the measurement will have a
eonsiderable impact, The Reynolds number
will also have a slight influence on this effeet.
Considering the various kinds of roughnesses
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8 Lown, Homlin; test TI [14]

Other symbols seeFig_2
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FIG. 3. Compilation ofmeasured results discussed.

represented in Fig. 2 it appears that cones and
"short angles" behave in a different way com
pared to spheres. It can be supposed that not
only the degree of asymmetry but also the form
of roughness will exert a noticeable influence
on this phenomenon.

In order to find a relationship serving as an
orientation with respect to the magnitude of
the described effect, Fig. 3 shows the measured
results mentioned above for smooth and rough
annuli in addition to the results found by
Schliehting.

The measured points are fitted by a curve
whieh satisfies the following equation:

b~ = (b1)1-S (11)
b; ».

Using this equation the difference of the loca
tions of Umax and T = 0 ean be estimated for
asymmetrie veloeity profiles.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It follows as a conclusion from the experi
mental results of many works that T = 0 and
du/dy = 0 do not coincide in cases where
asymmetrie velocity profiles are obtained for
turbulent flows as a result of the channel form
or roughnesses on one side. In these cases, the
eddy diffusivity will adopt a negative value,
provided the eommonly used concept, whieh
had been developed from measurements of
symmetrie velocity profiles, will be applied to
deseribe the turbulent momentum transport.

Since negative eddy diffusivitiesare physically
absurd, a model must be developed which will
meet with this condition. Further experiments
should be carried out beeause ofthe fundamental
importance of this question with respeet to the
calculation of veloeity and temperature dis
tributions in turbulent flows, the interpretation
of experiments and the question of a universal
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velocity profile. Only additional and more
accurate measured results will aIIow to describe
satisfaetorily this effect.
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DIFFUSIVITES NEGATIVES PAR TURBULENCE POUR DES PROFILS DE
VITESSES DISSYMETRIQUES

Iresume--I:;es resültäts experimentaux obtenus par un assez grand nombre d'auteurs montrent que pour
des profils de vitesse turbulente dissymetriques, le maximum de vitesse et le zero de contraiute tangentielle
ne se produisent pas au meme point. Cet article traite de I'importance de cet effet pour le calcul du transfert
de quantite de mouvement, de chaleur et de masse dans des canaux non circulaires aussi bien que pour la
discussion sur les profils de vitesse universeIs. II analyse les travaux se referant acet effet. Ces informations
sontcompletees par des resultats non publies derives de I'interpretation critique des mesures menees par
plusieurs auteurs. On indique une relation empirique qui permet d'estimer la grandeur de I'effet etudie.

NEGATIVE WIRBELAUSBREITUNG FÜR UNSYMMETRISCHE TURBULENTE
GESCHWINDIGKEITSPROFILE

Zusammenfassung-Aus experimentellen Ergebnissen einer Anzahl von Autoren wird ersichtlich, dass
bei unsymmetrischen turbulenten GeschwindigkeitsprofIlen der Ort der maximalen Geschwindigkeit
und der Scherspannung null nicht identisch sind. Dieser Bericht behandelt die Wichtigkeit dieses Einflusses
auf die Berechnung von Impuls-, Wärme- und Stofftransport in nicht kreisförmigen Kanälen als auch auf
die Diskussion über universelle GeschwindigkeitsprofIle.

Der Bericht bringt einen Überblick der Arbeiten, die sich mit diesem Einfluss beschäftigen. Diese
Informationen werden ergänzt durch unveröffentlichte Ergebnisse, die aus kritischen Betrachtungen der
von mehreren Autoren ausgeführten Messungen abgeleitet sind: Es wird eine Beziehung angegeben, die es

erlaubt, die Grössenordnung des untersuchten Einflusses abzuschä.tzen.
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9TPI1:r~ATEJIbHbIER08<I><I>M~MEHTbIBMXPEBQß: ,J:(M<I><I>Y3MM ,J:(JIH
ACMMMETPWIHbIX IIPO<I>MJIEß: TYPBYJIEHTHOß: CROPOCTM

AmloTa~H-Ms axcnepaaearam-asrx peayasraron, rrOJIyqeHHbIX pH;r:J;OM asropon, cnenyer,
qTO;IJ;JIH aCMMMeTpMqHbIX npotpaneä Typ6yJIeHTHOfi CKOpOCTll MeCTOrrOJIOmeHMH MaKCMMaJIbHOfi
CKOpOCTll II HyJIeBOrO aanpaareaaa C;IJ;BMra He M;IJ;eHTllqHbI.

B aacroameä paöore paccxarpasaerca npaaeaenae aroro a!p!peKTa ;IJ;JIfl pacaera nepenoca
KOJIllqeCTBa ;n;BllmeHMfl, TeIIJIa II MaCCbI B HeKOJIbu;eBbIX KaHaJIaX, a TeRme ;IJ;JIfl paccaorpeaan
YHllBepCaJIbHbIX npoqianeä CKOpOCTM.

B crarse rrpMBO;IJ;MTCfl oösop pa60T, B KOTOpbIX paocxarpnsaerca ;IJ;aHHbIfi a!p!peKT. 8Tll
csexeaaa ;IJ;OrrOJIHeHbI eme He onyönaaoaanmraa peayasraraaa KpllTllqeCKOrO ananaaa
ll3MepeHMM,BbIrrOJIHeHHbIX HeCKOJIbKllMM aaropaxn. Y xaaaao aMrrMpHqeCKOe COOTHOllieHMe,

IIOSBOJIHlOm;ee paCCQHT3-Tb BeJIHQHHY accnenyexoro aiP4teRT3-.


